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Press Release 

 

Michaël Vidamant Appointed as New Managing Director France at 

GARBE Industrial Real Estate  

 
• A trained investment and financial expert, Vidamant has around 14 years of 

experience on the European real estate investment market with a strong 

focus on Logistics 

• Investment activities in France to be expanded 

 

Hamburg, 1 September 2022. GARBE Industrial Real Estate GmbH (“GARBE”), one 

of the leading specialists for logistics and industrial properties in Germany and 

elsewhere in Europe, is about to appoint Michaël Vidamant (38) as GARBE’s new 

Managing Director France. He will be responsible for setting up the branch office in 

France, as well as for the further expansion of the local footprint. Lionel Nicolas, the 

incumbent Managing Director, is leaving the company on his own accord.  

 

Michaël Vidamant brings around 14 years of experience on the European real estate 

investment market to the job. Before his transfer to GARBE, he served as Senior Vice 

President Investments at Valor Real Estate Partners LLP, a pan-European private 

equity firm specialising in the urban logistics real estate market. Previous stints of 

his career path include positions with French property developer Groupe Panhard, 

the investment and asset manager STAM Europe/Core Estate, and Cushman & 

Wakefield Investors, among others. Vidamant holds Masters degrees in Project & 

Structured Finance, Real Estate Engineering, and Management Science with a focus 

on Finance. 

 

Christopher Garbe, Managing Partner of GARBE Industrial Real Estate, commented: 

“We are glad to have found an experienced professional in Michaël Vidamant who 

will help us to keep moving forward with our European expansion in the logistics 
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real estate markets of France. We are aware of further attractive investment 

opportunities here that we intend to act on in the months ahead.” 

 

GARBE has consistently expanded its European activities in recent years. The 

company maintains 15 branch offices across Europe, including in the Netherlands, 

Luxembourg, France, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Poland 

and Slovakia in addition to its home market of Germany. 

 

A Note on Images and Image Rights:  

Use of the enclosed photographs is permitted solely for the purpose of covering the 

company GARBE Industrial Real Estate GmbH. Please be sure to cite the following source: 

GARBE. Editing of the photographs is limited to the scope of normal image processing. 
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Contact Person Press Contact 

GARBE Industrial Real Estate GmbH RUECKERCONSULT GmbH  

Versmannstrasse 2  Susanne Edelmann 

D-20457 Hamburg Colonnaden 18, D-20354 Hamburg 

Tel.: +49 (0)40 35613-0 Tel.: +49 176 1928 4402 

E-mail: info@garbe.de E-mail: edelmann@rueckerconsult.de 

 

 

About GARBE Industrial Real Estate GmbH 

Based in Hamburg, GARBE Industrial Real Estate GmbH (“GARBE”) is one of Germany’s 

leading companies selling and managing logistics, light industrial and technology real 

estate. For more than 30 years, the company has counted among the most important 

collaboration partners for transport and logistics service providers, the trade sector and the 

manufacturing industry. GARBE develops, buys or sells, lets, manages and finances high-

end re-lettable commercial properties in attractive transport nodes and industrial locations 

inside and outside Germany. At present, GARBE has around 5.3 million square metres of 

lettable area and a property development pipeline of around 2.2 million square metres in 

Germany and elsewhere in Europe under management that represent property and fund 

assets in a combined value of c. 10.3 billion euros. (Baseline date: 30 June 2022) 

 


